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General 

I’ve enjoyed doing these and hope they have been of at least some small benefit to the side. As you 
are aware I am going to Chester from November and so if the side wants any of this to continue then 
someone else will have to take it over. That’s always a good opportunity for new, and probably better, 
ideas with a fresh pair of eyes. I’m happy to sit down with whosoever and go through it, but the Wix 
system is pretty intuitive - so, if kept, it should be reasonably straight forward to hand over. 

Website 

Since the new web site was first launched (November 2015) it has had increasing visitor numbers 
each and every year until this year when visitor numbers have reduced, with Sept 2018 - Sept 2019 
seeing 39% fewer visitors than the same period last year. 
 
The following stats may, or may not, help in thinking about what is and is not useful for the web site 
going forward. Sorry if there is a bit much boring detail. It is clear fewer people are using it, it’s not 
clear why but I’ve not updated it as often and when I have done it’s not been as detailed, plus I 
suspect Facebook is used more for up to date info on where we are dancing etc. 
               This year  Last Year 

Visitors                     1050         1729 
Unique Visitors                      778         1188 
Page visits                    2497         4608 

The main changeable stuff is on the home page which attracted most visits         1099         1931 
Other key pages visited were: 
 Tours and events            142   308 
 2019 tours  (2018 for last year’s comparative figure)     125   266 
 Upcoming Events            108   168 
Total therefore relating to where we are and what we are doing     375   742 
 Photos and Videos            158   254 
 Gallery - entry page to the photos etc        106   209 
 50th weekend                -   297 
 The Team              119   168 
 About us               110   156 
 Contact                94   143 
The analysis bundles all the rest under “others”        436   876 



Archive web site 

I’ve done absolutely nothing with this, it just sits there with historic/archive stuff and costs us nothing. 
It has not been updated since it was launched. I’ve tended to add new content to the main web site 
and to google images as I see these as the main repositories for such information. I have no real 
visitor data other than there have been 446 visitors since it was launched (November 2015). This 
figure was 409 last year, so just 37 visits in the year. It’s really just there to store old stuff accessibly. 
Maybe it'd be better to simply incorporate it into the one web site with the rest.  

Google Images 

Videos and pictures (when provided), as well as scanned items from the archive, are uploaded here 
and it’s become a pretty comprehensive storage facility going back to the time of Dolphin’s inception. 
That means anyone can access the elements of the archive that have been put on there. It’s also free. 
Dave W knows far more about it than I but I think, in order for it to be free, that the images are 
compressed. I’m not sure whether they uncompress when you get them back.  

Tours list 

We did one again this year. I think it possibly has more use as something reasonably professional to 
give out and initiate interaction with members of the audience than as a reminder to people as to 
where to see us, but I could be wrong. I’m sure the side will discuss this and decide upon its fate. 

Sponsorship 

Getting money to pay for all this is becoming 
more and more difficult.  
I think this year's sponsorship fell short 
because the jigs instructional was cancelled, so 
we didn't get the free beer to sell on to them. 
Even so, if the side wants to continue trying to 
get sponsorship to pay for these, then maybe 
some new ideas are needed or perhaps we 
ought to consider cheaper options?  

Clive 


